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Abstract. Adhesive contacts between steel indenters and a layer of soft transparent rubber have been studied 
experimentally and numerically. Experiments were carried out using a setup allowing for slow exact positioning of the 
indenter in both normal and tangential direction and observing the contact area with a camera placed under the rubber 
layer. Indentation of flat-ended cylindrical punches showed that Boundary Element simulations very accurately describe 
experimental results. Changing velocity allowed determining the importance of viscoelastic effects on the adhesive 
contact. 
Adhesion is both important and intriguing phenomenon in tribology. Despite studying of adhesion since many 
years, we are still far from complete understanding of this phenomenon. There are several classical theories and 
mathematical models of adhesion: the JKR theory [1] which is valid in the limiting case of very short-range 
adhesive interactions, DMT theory [2], applicable in the contrary limiting case of long-range adhesive interactions, 
as well as the theory by Maugis [3] considering arbitrary range of interactions, however, using a simplified 
interaction potential. The JKR and DMT theories are included in the Maugis theory as limiting cases. However, 
there are many problems, which wait for their solution. Thus, adhesion of rough surfaces is still discussed very 
controversially; the acceptable theory of adhesion of viscoelastic materials is practically absent. Even more 
complicated and controversial is adhesion in presence of tangential load, in particular the interrelation between 
adhesion and friction. 
In [4], experimental equipment for investigation of flat-ended indenters during normal motion was designed and 
described. Authors developed numerical simulation procedure based on the boundary element method (BEM) and 
used it for simulation of adhesion of complex shaped indenters. They validated the results by comparison with 
experiments. In the present work, we improved the equipment, described in [4]. The main difference of our 
experimental setup is the presence of possibility of both normal and tangential motions. Extensive parameter studies 
with flat and rough surfaces, parabolic and cylindrical indenters, were carried out. One of the effects, which we were 
concentrated on, was the difference in force-displacement relations on the stages of indentation and detachment. 
This is very well-known effect, which even have been observed on the nanoscale—in AFM experiments [5]. Also, 
we investigated adhesion properties of flat indenters. Results of experiments are showed in Fig. 1.  
In all experiments, cylindrical indenters with different radii were indented in the rubber layer to maximal 
indentation depth d = 0.4 mm. Then indenters were pulled off to the moment of complete detachment. For each 
indenter, experiments were repeated 3 times, all three results are shown in Fig. 1. In the Fig. 1a, dashed lines show 
results, obtained in the framework of JKR theory in the half-space approximation. Figure shows rather good 
comparison between JKR theory and experiment only in the case of the indenter with diameter 4 mm, because for 
half-space approximation diameter of indenter must be much smaller than thickness of the rubber. Solid lines 
represent the results obtained by BEM adapted for layered systems [6]. For simulation we used experimentally 
obtained parameters: elastic modulus of the rubber E = 0.324 MPa, surface energy γ12 = 0.326 J/m
2 and Poisson 
number ν = 0.47.  
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(a) (b) 
FIGURE 1. (а) Dependencies of normal force FN versus indentation depth d for indentation of steel cylindrical indenters with 
diameters of 4, 7, 10 and 15 mm in a flat layer of rubber TARNAC CRG N3005 with thickness h = 25 mm (symbols). Dashed 
lines—theoretical predictions in the framework of JKR model for half-space approximation. Solid lines—simulation with BEM 
for layered systems; (b) Part of FN(d), depicted in Fig. 1a, in the area of detachment, without showing of JKR approximation 
 
Rubber was located on the glass surface (in our simulations it was considered as a rigid material with infinitely 
large elastic modulus). In figure, one can see that the simulation results coincide with great accuracy only in the area 
of positive indentation depth. In region of negative forces (pulling stage), there is a relatively large difference (see 
Fig. 1b). First, in simulations we have sharp disappearance of the contact at one single critical displacement, but 
experimental results show rather slow detachment and several stable configurations of the contact (with area of the 
contact smaller than the radius of the cylinder). 
Velocity of the indenter motion in the detachment area (Fig. 1b) was only 0.1 μm/s, at this velocity the viscosity 
could not be the reason for this discrepancy. We are inclined to think that the reason is in the friction force in the 
boundary line of the contact. This fact must be investigated further, because in all experiments (both with flat and 
rough surfaces) we have observed the same behavior. 
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FIGURE 2. (а) Dependencies of the normal force FN versus indentation depth d for indentation of steel spherical indenter with 
radius R = 33 mm in a flat layer of rubber TARNAC CRG N3005 with thickness h = 25 mm. (b) Enlarged fragment of the figure 
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FIGURE 3. Images of contact area at indentation of steel spherical indenter with radius R = 33 mm in a flat layer  
of rubber TARNAC CRG N3005 with thickness h = 5 mm. Images, located from left to right side, correspond  
to indentation depths 0.25; 0.5; 0.25 and 0.0 mm 
 
For example, Figure 2 shows results of indentation of spherical indenter in the rubber material as we used for 
obtaining of results shown in Fig. 1. Here we also performed 3 experiments, and we can see good repeatability of 
results. At the stage of indentation, these dependencies started from at zero normal force, but during pulling off the 
normal force goes well below zero, because of adhesion interaction and the presence of adhesion neck. We found, 
that curves at indentation are well described by Hertz non adhesive contact model [7]. For the stage of detachment, 
much better approximation is given by the JKR model [1, 3].  
Our experimental setup allowed for observing the changes in the contact area. A series of images of the contact 
area is presented in Fig. 3. The left image corresponds to indentation phase and indentation depth of d = 0.25 mm. 
The second image from the left corresponds to the maximum value of indentation depth of 0.5 mm. The third image 
corresponds again to d = 0.25 mm, but during the phase of detachment. The last image was made at zero value of the 
indentation depth, clearly showing the existence of adhesive neck.  
To determine the effect of viscoelasticity, we carried out experiments with different velocity of detachment. 
Figure 4a shows dependencies of normal force at indentation and detachment phases for a series of experiments with 
different detachment velocity.  
The velocity of detachment was changed in a geometric progression from 1 to 128 μm/s. Particular values were: 
1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64 and 128 μm/s. Figire 4b shows dependence of the absolute value of the negative minimum 
normal force (which usually is identified as “force of adhesion”) versus velocity of motion of indenter. From figure 
it follows, that minimum F significantly increased for last three values of the velocity. This effect is due to 
viscoelasticity of rubber layer [8]. At big values of velocity, we observe bigger values of normal forces during 
detachment of indenter; for indenters with bigger radii this effect becomes more pronounced.  
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FIGURE 4. (а) Dependencies of the normal force FN versus indentation depth d for indentation of a steel spherical  
indenter with radius R = 33 mm in a flat layer of rubber TARNAC CRG N3005 with thickness h = 5 mm;  
(b) dependence of the minimum normal force (absolute value) versus velocity of motion v 
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FIGURE 5. Dependencies of normalized contact area versus indentation depth d, correspond to dependencies, shown in Fig. 4a 
 
Dependencies of the normalized contact area A/Amax versus indentation depth d for both phases of motion, 
indentation and detachment (motions in two opposite directions), are presented in Fig. 5. During the indentation 
phase, the force- displacement relation is well described by the Hertz theory. We thus await that this will also be the 
case for the area dependency. According to Hertz, the contact radius is equal ,a Rd  in our case indenter radius 
R = 33 mm and the contact area A = πa2, to A = πRd. Thus, the dependence A/Amax(d) should be linear. Note, that due 
to shape defects, the contact had a small ellipticity (see Fig. 3). This may be a reason for a moderate deviation from 
straight line of the dependency in left panel of Fig. 5.  
In Fig. 5 showed dependencies of the normal force. Note that the dependency of the contact area on the 
indentation depth has much weaker velocity dependency compared with that of the normal force. Observation that is 
even more striking is that the contact area vanishes continuously, while according to the JKR theory the detachment 
should be jump like. The reason for this continuity is not clarified yet. One reason might be the roughness. Indeed, 
numerical simulation with BEM carried out in [9] illustrated that the jump can disappear due to roughness of 
surfaces. Results in Figs. 5 and 4 show that at increasing of velocity of motion contact detach at bigger absolute 
values of negative indentation depth, due to presence of viscoelastic effects in the contact. However, simulations in 
[9] were carried out for elastic bodies. Technique proposed recently in [10] could be used for analyzing rough 
viscoelastic contacts. Our experiments show that there are still many fundamental question in the theory of adhesion, 
which wait for their solution. In near future, we plan to investigate in detail adhesion of rough surfaces, based on 
developed experimental and numerical techniques.  
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